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SLOW STEADY FLOWS OF VISCOELASTIC LIQUIDS WITH 

CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS Or MAXWELL OR JEFFREYS TYPE 

Michael Renardy 

Tfle discuss the existence of steady flows of certain viscoelastic liquids 

under the influence of a small body force. An existence proof is obtained by 

sho•Jing the convergence of an iteration scheme. 

Existence t.heorems for steady flor;Js of Nev1tonian fluids at lov~ Reynolds 

number are >~ell kno~m see [2]), but so far ·there have been no results for 

viscoelastic liquids, even in the case of slow flows perturbing rest. 

Although form.al expans:i.ons in small parameters have been derived and used 

extensively [6], the just:ification of such expansions leads to difficult 

problems in singular perturbation theory, which have only been partially 

solved [4]o 

Here we give a sui!llnary of recent vJOrk [5], v1here an exis·tence result for 

slow flows of a certain class of viscoelastic fluids was obtained. In these 

fluids 'che cauchy stress tensor is related to the velocity gradient by a 

system of d.ifferen·tial equations. A typical example is the "'rubberlike 

liquid" [1], [3]: 
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Here denotes the velocity gradient with componen·ts 
ij <:md 

are positive const,omts rfl~ay be zero}~ There a:ce many models ln 

the literatm:e '!l'hich differ by replacin<::,1 the terms an.d with 

other nonlinear combina<cions. Our me\:hod can also be c:pplied to those models. 

The fluid is assumed ·to fill a bounded domain II C with smooth 

small 8 tixne=i11.depenrJ.ent body force 

following equatior:. of motion 

div u = 0 
1 in 

.J 

p (~ o '1/ div ~ + 'Vp - f ~ 0 

(2) 
u = 0 on on 

It >•ould appear na'i::ural to replace the no-slip conc1H:ion by a small prescribed 

velocity on the boundary. However, our proofs ~;ill only go through if this 

Ne,;tonian case, (2) is not. "N'ell-posed 11Ji·th velocity boundaJcy con('ii't:ion:s alone. 

In [ 5] , vJe show that if (s 1) is sufficient:ly small, then 

(1), 2) has a solution u € 

type" problems and hyperbolic problem whose characterist.ics e.re t:he 

streamlines of ·the flow (at. t:his point, it is c:;ssential that str,eamlines do 

not cross 80). Convergence of the i·ter.at:i.on scheme is prcr'ved by showing 

first that H:erates s·tay bounded in a Gerta.in norm and 1:hen using- ·this 

informa'l:ion to shov1 'l::hS>.t 'che i·terati.on is contracting in a \oJeaker nonn. We 

refer 'co [5] for de·t:ails and only ou·tline here hmv t:o se·t up 'l::he :Lt<ilration 

method for the simplest case N = 1, n0 0. we apply ·the divergence operator 

to (1) and substitute div :J:: from (2), leading to a "Stokes-like" problem 
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for ..!!_ with a "modified pressure" q (..!!_ • V )p + >.p. The iteration used is 

as follows: 
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_ Vqn+1 = -[V~n + (V~n)T]Vpn _ ~n • VK 

+ (V~n)f _ ).f _ p(V~n)(~n • V)~n + >.p(~n • V)~n 

div un+1 = 0, ..!!.n+ 1 0 on ao, iff qn+ 1 = 0 
n 

(~+1 • V)pn+1 + >.pn+1 = qn+1 

(~+1 , V)!n+1 _ (V~n+1)!n+1 _ !n+1(V~n+1)T 

(3a) 

(3b) 

} (3c) 

We note that iteration schemes of this or a similar nature are actually used 

to obtain numerical solutions. 
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